Perform Multiple Stimulation
Without Pulling Out of Hole with the WWT Repeating Circulation Sub (RCS)™

The WWT Repeating Circulation Sub (RCS)™ is capable of opening and closing its circulation ports without pulling out of hole. This functionality is ideal for targeted stimulations and hole cleaning operations. When working in extended reach wells, the RCS is compatible with the WWT Tractor™ enabling multiple trips to TD.

The through-bore design of the WWT RCS allows e-line tools to be positioned below the tool.

- Repeatedly cycle between conveying working fluid to downhole tools or venting fluid to annulus.
- When used in conjunction with a hydraulic tractor, provides a clear indication at surface of the On/Off state of the tractor.
- Variable pressure settings allow for adaptability to specific customer needs.

- Length: 22"
- OD: 3.50"
- Centerline ID: 0.75"
- Max. Flow Rate: 2.0 bpm
- Connection: 2-3/8 PAC
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